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Born in Mongolia, artist GAMA was born into a nomadic family and would move every four months as the seasons

changed. His great aunt was an important shaman whose ability to connect with the supernatural world had a profound

impact on him as a young boy. Nomadic elements and spatial dislocation are very prominent in GAMA's works. While he

now lives and works in Germany, the paintings still reflect his nomadic freewheeling and infinitely curious mindset. In his

works, he focuses on creating a three-dimensional space for his characters in the form of oil on canvas. However, he

does not use illusionism to confuse the viewer between the painting and the real world; instead, he juxtaposes cultural

and visual references, and emphasizes the physical texture of the work itself. Continued...
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GAMA, POLARSTERN VII (POLARIS VII), 2015
With surreal subjects of fantastical landscapes and mythical creatures, GAMA’s paintings seek analogies between his

childhood memories of Inner Mongolia and the world of fantasy so richly explored in the country where he has chosen

to live.

The deer featured in this painting entitled “Polarstern VII” are a recurring theme in GAMA’s works and are inspired by

the deer his aunt encountered guarding the doors that separate the actual world from the spirit world. She informed him

that these deer act as guardians of the world beyond and that she could only gain admittance through the exchange of

a secret code. 

Oil on canvas. Framed.
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